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AN1330: Silicon Labs Wi-SUN Mesh Network 
Performance 

This application note details methods for testing the Wi-SUN FAN 
(Wireless Smart Ubiquitous Network, Field Area Network) stack 
network performance. With an increasing number of mesh 
networks available in today’s wireless market, it is important for 
designers to understand the different use cases among these 
networks and their expected performances. When selecting a 
network or device, designers need to know the network’s 
performance and behavior characteristics such as battery life, 
network throughput and latency, and the impact of network size on 
scalability and reliability.  

This application note demonstrates how the Wi-SUN FAN mesh network differs in perfor-
mance and behavior from other mesh networks. Tests were conducted using Silicon Labs’ 
Wi-SUN FAN software stack and the Wireless Gecko SoC platform. The test environment 
was a commercial office building with active Wi-Fi networks in range. Wireless test clus-
ters were deployed in hallways, meeting rooms, offices, and open areas. The methodol-
ogy for performing the benchmarking tests is defined so that others may run the same 
tests. These results are intended to provide guidance on design practices and principles 
as well as expected field performance results. 

Additional performance benchmarking information for other technologies is available at 
http://www.silabs.com/mesh-performance. 

 
  

KEY POINTS 

• Wireless test network in Silicon Labs Re-
search and Development (R&D) office is 
described. 

• Wireless conditions and environments 
are evaluated. 

• Mesh network performance including 
throughput, latency, connection time, 
and large network scalability is pre-
sented. 

http://www.silabs.com/mesh-performance
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1 Introduction 

Silicon Labs has provided performance testing results from embedded mesh networks as part of developer conferences and industry 
white papers. The basic performance data of throughput, latency, and impact of security can be used by system designers to define 
expected behavior. This application note presents the Wi-SUN FAN (Wireless Smart Ubiquitous Network, Field Area Network) network 
performance. 

1.1 Underlying Physical Layer and Packet Structure 

Network performance is based on payload sizing since the application usage does not account for the packet overhead. Wi-SUN FAN 
uses an ICMPv6 Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) of 1232 bytes and an underlying data rate going from 50 kbps to 300 kbps. The Wi-
SUN FAN header format is shown in the following figure. 

 
Figure 1.1. Wi-SUN ICMPv6 Packet Format 

1.2 Network Routing Mechanism 

Wi-SUN FAN was designed for smart metering and street lighting applications. As a default routing protocol, Wi-SUN FAN adopts a non-
storing mode of RPL (Routing Protocol for Low-Power and Lossy Networks, Layer-3 routing: Route-Over). The Wi-SUN FAN specification 
1.0 also supports an optional Mesh-under L2 routing protocol based on MHDS (Multi-Hop Delivery Specification of a Data Link Sub-
Layer). 

Networks fragment larger messages into smaller ones to fit within their particular PHY limitations. For Wi-SUN FAN, the fragmentation is 
done at the 6LoWPAN layer and is done source to destination (not at the individual hops). 

For unicast forwarding within these networks, the message is forwarded as soon as the device is ready to send. For multicast forwarding, 
there are generally networking requirements for how messages are forwarded. For Wi-SUN FAN devices, RFC 7731 MPL forwarding is 
used. For this method, the trickle timer is set to 10 seconds, so the devices back off a random amount up to this time before retransmitting.  

Note: This performance data is for the Silicon Labs implementation of these mesh networking stacks. As is shown in the test network 
and infrastructure provided for this testing, no tests were performed with other stacks or systems. 

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc7731
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2 Goals and Methods 

This application note defines a set of tests performed to evaluate mesh network performance, scalability, and reliability. The test conditions 
and infrastructure are described, in addition to the message latency and reliability. 

This testing is done to provide a relative comparison between the different mesh technologies to better understand and recommend their 
usage. Different network and system designs have different requirements for devices and networks. As such, no one network fulfills all 
possible network requirements.  

Normally, when analyzing data on network performance, we then consider what improvements can be made in the network to improve 
performance. Because of the limited data available publicly on mesh network performance in large networks today, it is difficult to have 
industry discussions on possible improvements or changes. For example, in commercial buildings there is concern over: 
• Other network traffic, since there may be many subnets that interfere with each other. 
• Wi-Fi interference from the normal building Wi-Fi infrastructure as these technologies are generally operating in the 2.4 GHz ISM 

band. 
• Network throughput and latency as well as large network multicast latency and reliability, since multicasts are commonly used for 

lighting controls in dense office environments and users of the system expect responsiveness in lighting controls. 

Note: The test results here are limited to comparisons of system performance under normal operating conditions, or under stress as 
noted in particular tests. This application note does not specifically address system interference or other such effects that have 
been addressed in other published results. 
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3 Test Network and Conditions 

To minimize variability, device testing can also be performed in fixed topologies where the RF paths are wired together through splitters 
and attenuators to ensure the topology does not change over time and testing. This method is used for 4-hop testing to ensure network 
topology. MAC filtering can also be used to achieve the network topology. 

A typical wired test configuration is shown in the following figure. 

 
Figure 3.1. Wired RF Devices with Splitter and Coax Cable Connectivity 

Large network testing is best conducted in an open-air environment where device behavior is based on the existing and varying RF 
conditions. The Silicon Labs R&D facility is used for this open-air testing. 
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3.1 Facility and Test Network Conditions  

The Silicon Labs R&D facility consists of a central core with an elevator shaft and other services, with an open floor plan on the east end 
of the building, and offices and conference rooms on the west end. The overall facility measures approximately 45 by 20 meters. The 
image below shows the facility layout. The darker lines represent hard walls and everything else is split up with cube partitions. Clusters 
(7 to 21 WTSK devices) are identified by colored dots.  

 
Figure 3.2. Silicon Labs Facility Layout Used for Wi-SUN Testing 

The testing devices are installed at various locations around the facility. These devices all have Ethernet backchannel connectivity to 
allow: 
• Firmware updates 
• Command line interface 
• Scripting 
• Timing analysis 
• Packet capture 
• Energy measurements 

The testing cluster in the following figure includes: 
• Seven EFR32MGxx Devices 
• Multi-band support to allow testing both 2.4 GHz (PCB antenna) and proprietary sub-GHz protocols (external antenna) 
• USB power and Ethernet connectivity 

 
Figure 3.3. Typical Testing Cluster 
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The testing clusters are spread throughout the facility in both high and low locations, open areas, and enclosed meeting rooms and 
offices. This test network has devices added or removed from it on a regular basis, but at the time of this testing it consisted of the 
following devices: 
• EFR32MGxx devices 
• EFR32FGxx devices 

This network represented devices that were used for open-air testing by the networking and software quality assurance teams. All de-
vices are controlled from a central test server and infrastructure, which allows scripted regression testing or manual testing by engi-
neers. 
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4 Testing and Results 

The latency is tested in a Wi-SUN network (open-air configuration). The aim is to evaluate the latency depending on the distance (i.e., 
number of hops) to the Border Router. This testing is done using the following configuration: 
• A 40-byte ping packet is sent. 
• Using 1 ping/pong in flight. 
• Sending as fast as possible given ACK timing. 
• Measuring round-trip latency (source to destination to source) in milliseconds. 
• The Wi-SUN devices use the mandatory 50 kbps Wi-SUN PHY on the European band (Wi-SUN FAN, EU-868MHz, 1a (2FSK 50kbps 

mi=0.5) in Simplicity Studio 5). 

4.1 Neighbor Ping Latency 

To evaluate the neighbor round-trip latency, a Wi-SUN device pings its neighbors. The test is performed in a Wi-SUN network using the 
small network size (Table 4.1. Network Size Setting Range) with the only IP activity being the ping test. Other Wi-SUN stack generated 
traffics are flowing through the network (PAN advertisements, RPL routing packets, and others) while the ping test is ongoing. The ping 
latency spread over 7000 ping attempts is shown in the following figure. 

 
Figure 4.1. Neighbor Ping Latency Histogram 

The periodicity observed for the pings above 80 milliseconds is explained by the Wi-SUN physical layer frequency hopping on both the 
sender and the target. The slot mechanism can introduce delays on a packet emission. 
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4.2 Multi-hop Ping Latency 

The multi-hop ping latency aims at highlighting the Wi-SUN hop impact on a packet latency. Wi-SUN being a mesh-based solution, an IP 
packet must frequently travel over several Wi-SUN routers to reach its destination. To evaluate a hop impact, Silicon Labs tested the ping 
round-trip latency in a constrained Wi-SUN network, adopting a line topology as shown in the following figure. 

 
Figure 4.2. Wi-SUN Network Topology for the Multi-hop Tests 

Router 1 to 6 pings the Wi-SUN Border Router using the three network size settings available (small, medium, and large). The average 
ping latency times are represented by the bars in the following figure. The minimum and maximum times for each configuration are shown 
using a vertical bar. 

 
Figure 4.3 Ping Latency at Different Hop Counts 

As expected, the ping latency increases with the number of hops travelled by the ping packet up to the Border Router and by the pong 
packet (reply to the ping) back to the Wi-SUN device. Another observation which can be drawn from the results is that the network size 
setting has a marginal impact on the packet latency. Indeed, the small setting averaged results are slightly above the two other network 
size settings (medium and large) and has an increased latency spread. This behavior is explained by the small settings being more 
aggressive with the network-related traffic. The PAN advertisements and RPL network routing updates are more frequent in this config-
uration and impact the ping latency. 
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4.3 Connection Time versus Network Size 

Open-air large network testing is required to validate stack performance under less controlled conditions. These networks are configured 
within a normal Silicon Labs office space with building control systems and laboratory equipment sharing the sub-GHz band with the Wi-
SUN network. No attempt is made to isolate these network RF conditions. 

The Wi-SUN stack network size settings allow to trade-off connection and latency time for network scalability. There are three production-
recommended network size settings and one for development purposes summarized in the following table. 

Table 4.1. Network Size Setting Range 

Network Size Setting Network Scale1 
Test 1 – 10 (development purposes) 
Small 1 – 100 
Medium 100 – 800 
Large 800 and above 
1 Wi-SUN devices in a network 

The following test results highlight the impact of the network size setting on a Wi-SUN device connection time. The setting configures 
several parameters involved in the connection process (random delays, timeouts, timers, and others…). They all participate in avoiding 
RF collisions in the Wi-SUN network and improving scalability. In every test, the network size settings configured in the Wi-SUN Border 
Router and the Wi-SUN nodes match. Two scenarios are evaluated: 
• An unconstrained 10-node network. The Wi-SUN Border Router and the 10 nodes share the same radio environment and are close 

enough to exchange packets with each other. The RPL embedded in the Wi-SUN stack maps the network topology to optimize the 
communication reliability. This can either lead to nodes being directly connected to the Border Router or using another node as a 
parent to improve the communication. 

• A constrained 6-node network. The Wi-SUN nodes are configured to select a specific parent in the Wi-SUN network. The network 
forms a line from the Border Router to the furthest Wi-SUN node going through each node in the network from the network topology 
point-of-view. 

The network connection process is repeated to provide an order of magnitude for each setting and spread statistics. During the connection 
process, each node goes through the following steps: 
1. Select a PAN/network. 
2. Authenticate device. 
3. Acquire the PAN/network configuration. 
4. Configure RPL. 
5. Operate the PAN/network. 
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4.3.1 Connection Time in an Unconstrained Topology 

In this section, the Wi-SUN network relies on its RPL to form an effective network layout. In this condition, the network can either form 
with every Wi-SUN router directly connected to the Border Router or can create hops in the network. The following figure presents a 
typical network topology created during the tests. In this specific example, Routers 2, 3 and 6 have chosen a parent different from the 
Border Router. It results in a better communication reliability but has an impact on connection time. 

 
Figure 4.4. Unconstrained Network Topology 

The following figure represents the Wi-SUN connection time of 10 nodes for different network size settings. The average connection times 
are represented by the bars. The minimum and maximum connection times for each configuration are shown using a vertical bar. To 
improve the results clarity, the connection time of routers not directly connected to the Border Router have been dissociated from the 
other results (referred as “2 hop count to the Border Router”). Results for routers directly connected to the Border Router correspond to 
the “1 hop count to the Border Router”. 

 
Figure 4.5. Unconstrained Wi-SUN Network Connection by Network Size Settings 
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4.3.2 Connection Time in a Constrained Line Topology 

In this section, the Wi-SUN network is forced to adopt a line topology. This test stresses a worst-case scenario where a Wi-SUN device 
is only able to reach a single other device in the network. The following figure presents a typical network topology created during the 
tests. The routers create a daisy-chain from the Border Router. 

 
Figure 4.6. Constrained Network Topology (Line) 

The following figure represents the Wi-SUN connection time of six nodes for different network size settings. The average connection 
times are represented by the histograms. The minimum and maximum connection times for each configuration are shown using a vertical 
bar. Each abscissa value represents the connection time depending on how far the router is from the Border Router in number of hops. 
The further the device, the longer it takes to connect to the network as it must wait for its parent to connect as well.  

 
Figure 4.7. Constrained Wi-SUN Network Connection by Network Size Settings 
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5 Summary 

Wi-SUN shows excellent scalability supporting networks connecting several thousand nodes. The many results discussed in this appli-
cation note highlight the importance of selecting the correct network size for a given application. Indeed, this setting has an important 
impact on the trade-off between connection/latency time and scalability. 

5.1 Follow-up Testing Considerations 

The testing described in this application note requires follow-up tests to further define the device behavior and network operations. The 
following specific items are noted for follow-up testing: 
1. Increase the size of tested networks up to several hundred nodes. 
2. Scale the test to several thousand Wi-SUN nodes in a network using a simulation tool. The results should include a correlation 

between on-target and simulation testing. 
3. Investigate Wi-SUN multicast performances. 
4. Failure testing can also be added by dropping nodes out of this network during these tests to evaluate recovery time and impact on 

reliability. 

5.2 Related Literature 

This application note has provided information on Wi-SUN mesh networking. For information on Bluetooth, Zigbee, and Thread mesh 
networking, and a comparison of all three technologies, refer to the following application notes: 
• AN1137: Bluetooth® Network Performance 
• AN1138: Zigbee Mesh Network Performance 
• AN1141: Thread Mesh Network Performance 
• AN1142: Mesh Network Performance Comparison 

  

https://www.silabs.com/documents/login/application-notes/an1137-bluetooth-mesh-network-performance.pdf
https://www.silabs.com/documents/login/application-notes/an1138-zigbee-mesh-network-performance.pdf
https://www.silabs.com/documents/login/application-notes/an1141-thread-mesh-network-performance.pdf
https://www.silabs.com/documents/login/application-notes/an1142-mesh-network-performance-comparison.pdf
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